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Marvin Signature® Collection

DESIGNED FOR THE BEST COASTAL 
VIEWS, ENGINEERED FOR THE 
WORST COASTAL WEATHER 
Built for the most exacting architects, builders, and homeowners, Marvin 

Coastline windows, previously known as SIW, combine a beautiful aesthetic, 

design flexibility, and a rigorous impact performance to help fulfill even the 

most ambitious visions for coastal homes. Coastline windows feature narrow 

sightlines and a clean aesthetic that will complement a wide range of 

architectural styles, and you can personalize your design with a custom 

color, a beautiful wood grain finish, or by creating a unique pattern of 

divided lites. Coastline windows are available in expansive sizes allowing you 

to leverage stunning coastal views. The reinforced impact glass and 

extruded all aluminum frames meet the most stringent hurricane impact 

code requirements. 

Designed and manufactured in Florida, Coastline products are available in 

select southeast coastal regions.

About Us

At Marvin, we’re driven to imagine and create better ways of living,  
helping people feel happier and healthier inside their homes.  
We believe that our work isn’t just about designing better windows  
and doors — it’s about opening new possibilities for the people  
who use them.

Coastline Multi-Slide door, Casement, and Picture Narrow Frame windows
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Coastline Multi-Slide door, Casement, and Picture Narrow Frame windows
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COASTLINE WINDOW PORTFOLIO

STYLE AND PERFORMANCE
Marvin Coastline windows are designed to bring a sense 
of quality to every room, yet are engineered to meet the 
challenges of the unpredictable and severe weather patterns 
that threaten homes on the coast. Offering an expansive 
range of shapes, sizes, styles, and design options, Coastline 
windows promise a new possibility for your home. 

SINGLE  HUNGCASEMENT + AWNING GLIDER / HORIZONTAL ROLLER SPECIALT Y SHAPESPICTURE
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• Available in widths up to 7 feet and heights up to 7 feet

• Can be left partially open during wet weather for continuous access to fresh air 

• Install awning windows higher up on a wall to create more useable wall space or 
conceal less desirable views while still enjoying the benefits of natural light 

• Often used in conjunction with picture windows 

• Available in widths up to 6 feet and heights up to 7 feet

• Perfect for hard-to-reach areas like over a sink or counter

• Narrow sitelines perfectly suited for homes with 
contemporary aesthetic

• Combine with round top or transom windows

• Fixed, or non-operational casements available

AWNINGCASEMENT

Coastline Awning, Picture Narrow Frame windows, and Multi-Slide doorCoastline Casement windows
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• Also known as horizontal roller 

• Available in XO, OX, and XOX in widths over  
14 feet and heights over 6 feet

• Larger custom configurations can be created

• Excellent choice for wide horizontal openings

• Operating sashes are equipped with brass tandem 
rollers making them easy to open and close 

• Choose clear glass for a contemporary style or add  
a colonial grid for a more traditional aesthetic  

• Available in widths over 4 feet and heights up to 8 feet

• Designed to provide a traditional aesthetic 

• Features a fixed top sash and a well-balanced bottom 
sash that lifts to open

• Customizable divided lite options  

• Dual-point locking system

GLIDERSINGLE HUNG

Coastline Glider windowsCoastline Single Hung windows
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• Available in widths and heights up to 12 feet and a max of 
72 square feet 

• Glass is glazed directly into the frame, eliminating the 
need for a sash resulting in narrow sightlines, more light 
and larger unobstructed views 

• Available in multiple geometric shapes including circle, 
half circle, oval, arch, triangle, trapezoid, hexagon, and 
octagon

• Provides the design freedom to create unique and 
stunning architectural statements

• The Specialty Shape Narrow Frame window option 
features a more streamlined frame that will complement 
any contemporary aesthetic, available in widths and 
heights up to 12.5 feet and a max of 54 square feet and a 
max of 54 square feet 

• Available in widths and heights up to 12 feet and a 
max of 72 square feet 

• Custom sizing available for design flexibility 

• Glass is direct glazed into the frame, eliminating the 
need for a sash resulting in narrow sightlines, more 
light, and larger unobstructed views 

• Can be combined with round top or transom windows 

• Picture Narrow Frame window option features a 
more streamlined frame that will complement any 
contemporary aesthetic, available in widths and 
heights up to 12.5 feet and a max of 54 square feet

SPECIALTY SHAPESPICTURE

Coastline Specialty Shape windowCoastline Picture Narrow Frame windows with Simulated Divided Lites 
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WALNUT

BRONZE

WHITE

HAZELNUT

CLEAR ANODIZED

ENGLISH OAK BRONZE K YNAR

HONEY CHERRY

BLACK K YNAR

WHITE K YNARRED CINNAMON

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR FINISHES*
Coastline is available in eleven low-maintenance interior and exterior finishes that resist fading, peeling, and chalking 
even under the most extreme coastal conditions. Our palette includes five woodgrain finishes that deliver a natural 
warmth and beauty. Custom color options are also available. 

SIMULATED DIVIDED LITES**
Simulated divided lites replicate the look of individual panes 
while maintaining the advantages of a single pane of impact 
resistant glass, which is stronger and more energy efficient 
than multiple panes separated by muntin bars. Available 
in several profiles and custom configurations to meet an 
extensive range of design possibilities.

DESIGN OPTIONS

 * Interior/Exterior finish samples are approximate. Visit your local Marvin Coastline  
dealer to see finish samples or to learn more about creating a custom color.

 ** Not all simulated divided lite profiles and configurations are compatible with all products. Check 
with your Marvin Coastline dealer for a recommendation on which profile is right for your project. 

  *   Several additional decorative glass options are available. Not all decorative and specialty glass is 
compatible with all products. Visit your local Marvin Coastline dealer for a recommendation on which 
glass is right for your project.

DECOR ATIVE GLASS

GLUE CHIP

R AIN

THIN RIBBED

OBSCURE

GLASS OPTIONS*
All Coastline windows and doors are built with impact resistant glass that is engineered to stand up to the 
punishing winds and flying debris generated by tropical storms and hurricanes. Coastline offers several 
interlayer, laminated tinting options and decorative glass including Glue Chip, Rain, Thin Ribbed, and Obscure 
that will increase privacy, reduce solar heat gain, and meet the requirements of Sea Turtle Conservation Codes. 
Specialty glass solutions for specific project needs like sound management are also available.

SCREENS
Featuring aluminum frames specifically engineered to stand 
up to coastal weather. Capture cool ocean breezes and take 
advantage of fresh air while preventing insects, pests, and 
floating debris like leaves and seeds from entering your home. 
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HARDWARE FINISHES

BLACK

SILVER

WHITE

WINDOW HARDWARE
Features locking and latching mechanisms that are engineered to protect your 
home against harsh coastal weather. Hardware finishes withstand corrosion caused 
by humid conditions and salty air, and resist fading even after many years of direct 
exposure to the intense UV rays generated by the sun. Window hardware available 
in Black, Silver, and White.

Coastline Casement window with Black hardware Coastline Single Hung window with Black hardware
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Coastline Casement window with Black folding handle and lock lever

WINDOW HARDWARE
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IN HARSH COASTAL CONDITIONS,  
YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS MATTER
Marvin offers windows and doors specifically designed for the coast.
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Coastline Direct Glaze windows and Multi-Slide door
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Colors shown in printed materials are simulations and may not 
precisely duplicate product or finish colors. Contact your local Marvin 
Coastline dealer to view actual product and finish color samples.

Marvin products are designed to fit the diverse needs of 
architects, builders, and designers, and to improve a 
homeowner’s sense of well-being by leveraging light, 
views, and air in those spaces where they spend the most 
time. For over a century, Marvin has imagined better ways 
of living through forward-thinking, people-first design. 

MARVIN.COM


